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A FLIGHT OF FANCY MUSIC IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM
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The Lessons of Music History as a Source for Future Projections

The history of music teaches that humankind has always had music, in periods of prosperity and distress, and that "great music" is not the
privilege of some rare, isolated moments, in human history, but has always been there. Greece for example has had great music for over 5,000
years. Music and the arts have continued to flourish even through times of oppression and catastrophe.

Human creative abilities are not likely to be lost in the future unless a major catastrophe erases us from the planet, or if Homo sapiens
completely degenerate. With such an innate potential, future humanity, equipped with all the astonishing new tools offered by scientific
progress and technology, will certainly be able to create new heights of great music, and disseminate them much more widely than before.

Periodicities

Another lesson can be derived from the history of music. The great German-American musicologist, Willy Apel, noted that, at regular
intervals of three centuries (1000, 1300, 1600, 1900 AD), a new concept of music emerges in Western Europe. For example, polyphony
emerged around 1000 AD. A glimpse at the musical history of other civilisations, such as ancient Egypt, China and Japan confirms the
existence of such macrowaves of around 300 years length. These macrowaves are made up of a steady period of satisfaction with the new
discovery, which lasts as long as the music is not felt to be stale. Then a period of revolution follows which leads towards new music. In
Greece, the duration of such macrowaves is closer to 350 years on average, as its musical history is much longer, over 5,000 years, and one
can distinguish still longer periods called megawaves which include three to four macrowaves, each lasting approximately 1,000 to 1,500
years.

The macrowaves are further subdivided into mesowaves of 100 to 150 years. Within mesowaves there are alternations in style from simplicity
to complexity as illustrated by Classical and Romantic styles. Macrowaves are further subdivided into microwaves of 30-50 years, or about one
human generation. This is still clearly distinguishable in Western Europe, Greece and Japan. Macrowaves can be still further subdivided, into
nanowaves or picowaves, which are of interest as periods within the career of a composer.

Such periods are regularly repeated, following the alternation of longer or shorter waves, as above, and they are a most valuable help for future
projections, since they are quite likely to keep repeating themselves. According to this periodicity model, classicism is predicted to return
around AD 2,100, or about the time Ecumenopolis (Ecp) - a generalised, dynamic, urbanisation network -sets in. These two independent paths
leading to the same result constitute a strong confirmation of the validity of such a prediction. Further confirmation arises from other
considerations about classicism, such as the pattern of abatement of the crises culminating in the 1st half of the 21st century. 

Music and the Environment

Another important aspect concerns the relationship between music and the environment. This relationship has always been both intimate and
strong. Sounds from the natural environment such as bird and animal sounds, the wind and sea, running water, rain, thunder and lightning,
have always shaped, and deeply impressed the human consciousness.

The same has happened with human induced sounds such as quarrels, discussions, machinery, traffic and music itself. Such sound
environments have always been at the root of music making, often with philosophical, religious, metaphysical or occult extensions which have
pervaded the sensibilities of their cultures. Although urbanisation has alienated humankind from such environments, recently a return to the
basic requirement for a deeper appreciation of natural sound environments has served as inspiration for composing and appreciating music and
is expected to increase in the future.

Ethos

Another highly important lesson from the past, almost forgotten today, concerns the ethos, or character of music, which is treated differently in
different cultures. In classical Greece (ca. 730 to 430 BC) one has to conceive of a multiple interpretation of ethos.
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First, innumerable musical (technical) parameters, in melody, rhythm, instrumentation, dynamics, systems, ornamentation and form are needed
to define a specific ethos. Secondly, nomos, or the name of ethos, usually sums up these technical requirements. A third concerns adaptation to
the environment. Music of a specific ethos is acceptable exclusively in three categories:

environmentally specified conditions, such as season, hour of the day, landscape, and geographic location
adaptation to the environment concerning religious or metaphysical settings, including music appropriate to a god
music for specific social conditions such as birth, marriage, or death

Each can be further subdivided into more detail. Such adaptations had to be most strictly observed, as the use of the music of a certain ethos
or nomos for an inappropriate condition was considered a breach or infringement of the rules, and a real "sin." Fourth, this ethos pervaded not
only music, but all other art forms associated with it, as can be seen in ancient Greek drama with its dance, poetry, sets, costumes, and masks.
They all had to be kept strictly within the same ethos as did the music. Such multiple correspondences are equally strictly observed in India,
and their subdivisions often go into even further detail. These brief comments only hint at the complexity of music theory and its relation to
environment, religion, and metaphysics.

The point is not that we can return to such concepts of music and related arts which, in fact, produced some of the greatest masterpieces, since
their historic framework forever lost but, that by studying how great musical civilisations of the past handled such concepts, we should
rediscover the underlying environmental, social, metaphysical, religious and other complex considerations in a way appropriate to the values
and sensibilities of the future, so as to reintegrate them in future music making on a higher level.

By looking carefully at the history of music, we have already discovered unsuspected achievements on an astonishing scale. Extensive future
research, and using the radically improved tools offered by science surely reveal many more interesting past achievements: it will be a
privilege in the future to acquire such knowledge and to disseminate it all over the planet, so that it can not only be enjoyed, but can also form
the basis of what S. Vassiliadis has called the New Song of Europe, or the New Song of the Earth.

S. Vassiliadis' main point is that, in spite of increasing internationalisation, future nations and composers will look less and less at the common
denominator of world music -the insipid, commercialised, emergent lingua franca- and more and more at the hidden treasures of traditional, or
ancient, musical cultures, wherein these most important discoveries will inevitably be found. It is in the particularities, not the similarities, of
single traditions that most of the most exciting discoveries for future music are going to be found and exploited.

Extra-European Cultures

Such admirable particularities, to be found both within western Europe and to a much greater degree, outside it, can be of the greatest
consequence to future music making, especially when they are fully rediscovered with regard to their multifarious implications. What is more,
specific aspects of their subdivisions, further down the hierarchical scale, are also expected to become highly important .

To enumerate a few of the particularities of traditional music cultures around the world: the use of micro-intervals - i.e. intervals much smaller
than the semitone, down to, say, 5 to 10 cents -the semitone being 100 cents-, or differing by such small amounts from the degrees of the
temperate scale. Many musical civilisations have used them extensively with extremely important effects on music making. Europeans
generally do not believe that such micro-intervals can be rendered useful in music, although the proof that this exists in other cultures is
irrefutable.

Rhythmic patterns of unbelievably greater complexity than those current in western European music, are commonplace in many other cultures,
such as India, Africa, Balkans and Middle East, etc., and are used with great ease even by children. In Greece, folk songs with a succession of
up to 24 different rhythmic units are common. Two or three such asymmetric rhythmic units are already almost impossible for Western
Europeans to comprehend. In India, drummers and dancers can master successions of up to 100 talas, much more complex rhythmic units. The
richness of musical patterns to emerge from such superlatively intricate rhythms is unimaginable. And importantly, such faculties are entirely
innate and natural; they have been lost by the oversimplification used in Western Europe to achieve strict counterpoint and vertical harmony.
They are, therefore, capable of revival in the future, given adequate, and entirely new musical education.

Complex polyphonies and polyrhythms have been used outside Western Europe, basically different than polyphonies respecting consonant
intervals. More intricate types of ornament involving, not plain notes, but glissandi and other, more complex patterns; or a much greater
differentiation among them - i.e. 32 types of vibrato in China, as opposed to nearly a single one in Europe.

There is a great variety of emissions of sound, vocal or instrumental, leading to sounds, not notes, very unlike the purity of sound ideals in
bel-canto, Mozart or Schubert. In many cultures, sounds are emitted which are as far from a clear sound as possible. Groans, strident,
squeaking, screeching, hoarse, often terrifying sounds are often considered much more interesting and valuable than a plain, clear sound in, for
example, Iran and Japan. Entirely novel sound colours lead to totally different sound words and ideals, emanating from beautifully hand-
crafted musical instruments, or from a very different use of the human voice. Whether such new sounds appear exotic to European ears is
irrelevant: the main point is their thrilling novelty. Rediscovering such sounds and educating ourselves to appreciate and develop them will
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constitute one of the richest sources of inspiration for the future of music. Some of the hidden treasures of the traditional music of the world
only hint at an infinite power and range. This clearly does not exhaust the lessons to be taught by the history of extra-European music: it
merely provides a first glimpse of what it can teach.

Lessons from Western Music History

The previous remarks mainly concern extra-European musical traditions but we are still very far from comprehending what Western musical
history has to teach us. Considering two examples: Bach and Mozart; in spite of the vast research devoted to analysing their contribution, it is
claimed that in J.S. Bach's work, less than half of the wisdom has been clarified so far; and at least another two centuries of detailed study will
be necessary. The same lack of comprehension is true of Mozart. Moreover, if we consider less well known composers, the degree of
incomprehension is even greater, as is the number of centuries needed to unveil most of their secrets. This is still more so as we recede into the
past, say to the Renaissance or the Middle Ages.

As we go further back in time the number of true geniuses steadily increases. At the time of J.S. Bach geniuses of a comparable calibre were
surely more numerous, and in the Renaissance (16th century) even more so. Each of these composers, and many more in the next lower, but
still quite important layer of composers, has much to offer future generations. This is in no way to suggest or approve of imitation of the works
of such geniuses, but much more to expect future musicians to fertilise their own inspiration with suggestions arising from the past. Although
future musicians are sure to find such past sources inspirational, Western or extra-European new sources are likely to play an even more
important role in the quality and originality of future creation.

The Influence of Projections in Other Fields on Future Music

Projections in fields other than music proper constitute a background against which strictly musical projections acquire a broader meaning.
This background will now be outlined.

Economics and Income

On a sufficiently long-term basis, disposable income, and especially its proportion, to be made available for general R&D, as well as:

Support of the arts, including music, is expected to increase spectacularly, in spite of set-backs in the coming decades. Available funds
for music may originate from a variety of sources such as international, national, regional, local, and corporate sponsorship as well as
new future forms, i.e. communal, small interest groups, families, and individuals. Such generous funds for music will enable many
projects, considered totally unrealistic today, to be fully realised.
Income disparities on all levels which now create discontent, even aggression, although increasing in the near future, are clearly
expected to diminish during in the remote future. This will result in a much more peaceful and constructive social and political
environment, greatly reducing friction and envy. Such conditions will be much more conducive to genuine and original musical
creation, expansion of activities through widespread collaboration, exchanges of experiences, techniques, data banks, and the sharing of
items within music culture.

Technology

This is a very broad field within which unimaginably favourable conditions for music making are to be expected. However, there are
reservations. Firstly, these developments are unpredictable, and secondly, can be quite nefarious. Much ingenuity will be necessary to check
such negative influences, many of which already exist.

Although a lot of technological development cannot be precisely predicted, two things at least seem practically certain: one, that technology is
bound to expand into areas which will indirectly influence future musical activities; and two, that, in similarly expanding numbers of ways,
technology will have a direct bearing on music itself. Indirect influences are likely to be mainly in the fields of:

acoustics and psychoacoustics
information theory and information treatment - the future successors of computers, networks, communication systems, archives, data
banks, videos, films, CD-ROM's, virtual reality and their progeny, etc.
transportation systems - more rapid, efficient, convenient, and less expensive, on land and sea, in the air, in space and even
underground
urbanisation and the Ecp patterns (see above)
environmental technologies, including conversation and the enhancing of both natural and artificial environments

The more direct influences on music are expected from: the construction of sound-producing devices and instruments, not forgetting improved
traditional ones, but mostly entirely new ones; through handicrafts, a revival is expected; industry; electronics, the successors of synthesisers
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and computer music; and other future techniques. What can certainly be expected is that they will offer a much greater variety of sounds,
making them easier to access and manipulate, allowing for unheard of speed and complexity, while preserving or enhancing sound quality.
Such sound production will surely be enormously more varied than today's.

Sound storage and retrieval will improve through the successors of records, CD's, and cassette tapes, to a very high quality, easy to access and
manipulate medium with increasingly long life. Broadcasting collectively - the successors of today's radio, TV, etc. - or individually - over
networks, to anyone, at any distance - will also improve. Sound archives will be devised with recorded material, libraries and museums, with
flexible data banks of enormous capacity, so that any musical item can be instantly accessed.

Spaces appropriate for making music, the successors of traditional concert halls, opera houses, churches, homes and other gathering places,
will be built in a much greater variety and flexibility. They will be laid out for specific purposes and will not in the least resemble the
execrable broadcasting of any music to anyone, at restaurants, hotels, airports, supermarkets, etc. Within such "landscapes," users, from
amateurs to professionals, from listeners to administrators, will find it increasingly easy and efficient to devise musical activities of all sorts.

Socially, many more people, can collaborate to promote any musical activity; individually, or in groups, locally, or globally (as radio
and TV broadcasts today). It can develop from the simplest to the most complex organisation; cheaply or with large-scale funding. The
flexibility of such collaborations would be their main feature. Large-scale music (and other arts) gatherings, for which Woodstock is
usually regarded as a prototype, can be extended to even larger scales. There could be huge gatherings of people in one place, or
groups, spread all over the planet, collaborating, via computer networks (and their successors), to achieve even grander-scale events,
(including space). At the other extreme, music miniaturisation would involve extremely small devices such as music toys, or music
jewels, using the future successors of present-day chips, placing music inside tiny objects, or locations; bringing music closer to the
listener, and enlivening surroundings. Internationalisation, surely one of the most characteristic features of the future, has already
started. It is inevitable that it will greatly expand, although we cannot predict exactly how and when. Some consequences will be:
Unification of the world-wide axes of urbanisation expected, however, to remain both physically disconnected and strongly embedded
in the broad "natural" areas of Ecumenokepos (Eck) - a universal garden
Increasing importance of such axes with respect to the "older" traditional country frontiers, with the advent of larger-scale international
structures which will preserve local, original cultures in art and music.
Eradication of the gap between rich and poor leading to more balanced, peaceful living conditions. In particular, a better balance
between humankind and nature, preserving and enhancing a system of globally interconnected natural environments, such as Eck, to
re-integrate it into the lives and value systems of future societies, along with art and music. A systematic web of controls (12-zone
theory, see above), specifying desirables and undesirables will be created.
Internalised Teleconcerting, Telefestivals and Teletheatre, an extension of Teleconferencing, which is already a reality, will expand in
scope and efficiency.

The possibilities for the future are unlimited: the number of collaborating art forms (from two to dozens), the form of collaboration and the
individual role of each in the mix, the type of end result, scale of event, the type of international collaboration envisaged, etc. All this opens the
way towards a vast new field of artistic (including musical) endeavour, which, although clearly expected to grow, will not replace single art
forms such as music proper, which will retain their importance, although according to new conceptions.

Beyond the catastrophic environmental experiences of the near future, as we enter the "middle" future, whatever has survived, will be
cherished as irreplaceable, and conserved and enhanced: reforestation on a grand scale, the creation of more and larger national parks, and
other, new forms of conservation and enhancement, such as co-ordinated landscaping, etc., will attempt to restore the enormous preceding loss
of natural environment. A slow and unrewarding process, this will take time. Still, at some remote future point, Eck will start to take shape.

Even before this broader reconstruction of the planet's natural environment is reached, many partial, intermediate efforts will pave way toward
a more respectful treatment of the natural environment. Humans may rediscover a host of possible constructive interactions with the natural
environment, including sound and music. Natural soundscapes have always exerted a powerful influence on peoples' consciousness, and will
be appreciated and reintegrated into future music. Some scenarios include:

Music may take place, increasingly in unspoiled natural environments that offer their own soundscape, complementing, in dialogue,
the music.
Music may, increasingly, use natural sounds as the source of further development. Beethoven recognised "human feelings at the
contact with nature," metaphysical aspects attributed to nature by many cultures (the Far East, India, ancient Greece, ancient Egypt,
etc.). Today sounds from nature are already being used as a basis for musical compositions in a variety of ways, for example the steps
of marching ants, the sounds made by frogs, lizards, worms, etc. These either form compositions directly, or are used as seed material
for more elaborate computer compositions.
Creation of natural sound environments will take place in conjunction with a variety of musical activities.
Musical education will be presented, in such a way, as to sensitise listeners to nature's sounds and to their significance.
Spatial, or environmental, music will exist, that itself creates sound environments with qualities inspired by natural soundscapes. A
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combination of the above, in various types of mixes.
Further scenarios will be built around the relations between music, sound, and the environment.
Extension of these will be created to include other arts such as creating sculptural, architectural, light and colour, theatrical, dance, etc.,
environmental arts.
As above, there will be replacing of natural environment with artificial environment: all the soundscapes generated by people living
their lives, or by human artefacts such as machines, tools, paper, books, furniture, factories, offices, etc.
Finally, silence itself will be considered. The absence of sound as an important, thought-provoking and troubling experience, with all
its metaphysical extensions, will surface as important. Many contemporary examples show what immense value silence can acquire.
Much more demanding and influential uses of silence in music and connected arts can be envisaged in the remote future.

These are but some suggestions arising from experiences in the interconnection of music and environment. Other future interconnections are
certain to reach much further unimaginable worlds. In spite of the continuing destruction of the environment, an appreciation of the marvellous
relationships between music and environment is bound to be rediscovered in the near, if not the immediate future, with highly interesting
results. 

Closing Remarks

What has been proposed above as a flight of fancy with regard to Music in the Next Millennium, is surely far from complete: a richer picture
could easily be attained by developing many more scenarios along the lines of the preceding ones, keeping in mind the limitations, but also the
instigations, arising from the methodologies previously outlined.
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